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TIME & HOtfEY JN BUILDJNG PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

A summary of a paper given by JOHN ANDREWS, Director 
of Building Industry Studi es, University College 
London, to Seminars in ·Penang and Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
and in Singapore July 1977 and at a Seminar on Project 
Management in Nairobi, Kenya January 1978 . 

lNT!lODUCTION 

Clients and Contractors are all looking for value f or the money they both 
use in the construction. of buildings. It is therefore very necessary to have 
a simple method of making sure that money is not wasted during the long 
period of the building contract. It is not enough to wait to the end to know 
what profit, or loss, has been made. It is also important to know if the work 
will be finished on time required by the contract. 

There are two classes of building work: s ingle projects - hospitals, schools, 
factories; and - housing. 

SJNGIE BUTI.DJNG PROJECTS 

The first method enables the contractor to control work on a single building 
project. Diagram l shows the three factors which must be kept under review 
each month by the contractor. (A) This is the cost expended by the cont r ac
tor, on labour, materials and plant . The cost rises throughout the contract 
until it rellches a total. As work is done by the contractor, it can be 
measured at monthly stages and cl aims made upon the client for part payment . 
This is shown by (B) -measured value. These claims are submitted to t he 
client who checks them and after a period of time pays them, holdin~ a 
percentage in case of default by the contractor. This is shown by (C) - cash 
received against certificates. 

If the contractor is to manage his job effi ciently and profitably he must 
know the shape of each of these curves for (A) (B) and (C) and check their 
proper relationship throughout the work. 

At any time, a vertical l ine drawn between (A) and (C) shows the working 
capi tal requirement for the contract. This should be kept as short as 
possible . If the area between (A) and (C) is measured and mult iplied by the 
interest rate, (which is paid on borrowed money), this will give the total 
cost of finance required by the contractor for carrying out the job. 

The efficient project manager and t he contractors building manager must plan 
to keep this area as small as possible. 

From ~ny studies which have been carri ed out it is possible to say that the 
' ideal shape for (B) -measured value, is that given in diagram 2 . If 
measured value is not achieved at t his rate, especially during the early 
stages , ·then 't he contract is likely to be delayed with a loss of profit to 
the contractor, and delay to the client. 

cont •.• 2 
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110\IS JNG PROJECTS 

The ~econd method enables the contractor to control work on housing projects. 
"For housing 11.lone the most direct method is to programme (for each project) 
the intended completion and handover of units then work back to the starting 
date by a number of significant stages or •bits• related to the form of 
construction, e.g. foundations, fabric , finishings, ' internal services, externaJ 
~10rks - but usually 5 - 10 stages (expressed as percentages of a finished 
unit) suffice . Theses stages - •bits• and completions - •units • are cumulated 
and set out as budgets or targets in either tabular or graphical form. It is 
desirable but not necessary for all bits (of houses) or units {completed 
houses) to be of standard size or value. What is important is that within 
any control period (say 1 year) the numbers of bi ts and units to be generated 
cumulatively at standard intervals (say monthly) is known. Significant 
alterations or addi tions to the programmes of bits and units are recorded 
and not ed as variances to the original budget or t arget for each project. 

Thereafter each individual site records the starts , bits and units actually 
produced and these are cumulated and compared wi th t he programme or targets. 

THE · ~UIVALENT• HOUSE 

It is necessary at this point to discuss the concept of the •equivalent• 
house. It is clear that although unfinished •bits• of houses 
represent progress and accrued value, only •uni ts • - finished houses -
have utility. To make the point plain, more and more housing projeets 
could be started to the point where all resources were absorbed in 
producing more and more bits of houses - but no finish~d units were 
available for handover and occupation. Any aggregated programme should 
t herefore show clearly the relationship bet ween the rate of starts , 
production of completed units and the rate of production of collections 
of unfinished bits of houses equal in value or •equivalent• to the 
the value of a completed unit e.g. 10 foundation bits or 5 fabric bits, 
or 6 int ernal services bits could be regarded as the equivalent of one 
completed house, and these three factors should be kept in balance . If 
the number of •equivalents• produced increases significantly at the 
expense of the number of f inished units t hen resources must be r edeploye' 
and the incidence of starting new projects reduced until a balance is 
reached. " ( 1) .. 

' 

Diagram 3 shows an example of the very simple method of recording the 
Target - •T• and Actual - •A• for each stage of the housing project, for each 
week of the contract period. The targets are agreed at the beginning of the 
contract. It will be seen that, for example, at 'h'eek lo6 it is expected that 
551 roofs will be completed and 446 houses will be decorated. Then each week 
the number of stages actually completed are counted and recorded and compared 
with the target. In fact at week lo6 554 roofs were actually finished but 
only 339 houses were decor ated. This means that urgent attention must be 
given to increasing the number of painters, or providing more paint, or gettin 
painters to paint faster. 

It is very important to keep Hand Overs 
balance. 

•H/O• and Equivalents - •E• in 

-~~~ -·, 
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In the exampl e , diaeram 3, it can be seen that 414 hou:;c:; ~hould have; been 
c.omplcted , but in fact only ,324 were actual l y handed over . This means that 

'~he hand over programme is badly delayed. 

The situation is made worse because alt hough 90 houses have not been handed 
over there are actau+ly 584 •equivalent• houses on the site. 

This means that too many houses are being started, and the st ages are not 
being finished in a balanced way to enable the houses to be completed and 
handed over for occupation on time. 

The contractor will be losing money because he cannot get tis payments until 
completion. The clients also lose for they cannot live in uncompleted 
houses . 

OONCLUSION 

This br ief note has outlined principles for t he planning and control of a 
single building project and a housing project. The techniques of pl anning 
(programming) and control (progressing or monitoring) are available and with 
the exception of the concept of •equivalent• houses , descrlbed at (1 ) above, 
are to be found in most textbooks and many technical papers , and journal 
and magazine articles. 

The problems are intensified when attempts are made to plan and to control 
multiple building and housing_ projects at regional and national level. The 
principles for dealing with these multiple projects are ou~lined in the s~~mary 
of a paper "The Managerial. Control of housing and other construction 
programnes at regional and national level" (1) given by the author at the 
Cairo Conference on Low Cost Housing April 1975. This sununary is attached 
at Appendix 1 . 

There are 'few we~ devel oped techniques descri bed in the literature , and 
available for those attempting the management of multi-projects . Much further 
work requires to be carried out in this important and largely neglected 
field • 
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NOTES: Contract Costs (A) are t he actual sums laid out by t he Contractor. 
These costs may include setting up the s ite , paying labour and plant, carrying 
our tempor ary work, etc. They begin to accrue :iJnmediately the contr act starts. 
Thus the contractor is in debt until he begins to do work for which he may make 
a claim f'or the first • interim• payment . This claim is cased upon the rates 
in t he bill of quant i ties , or as pr eviously agreed. This measured value B show 
at (B) above. When this claim is submitted to the client it is checked end ;if 
found cor rect , a payment is made to the contractor by t he client for the agreed 
amount l ess a proporti on held by the client as a retention against poor perfor~ 
ance . This cash r ecei v<:d agains t certificates is shown at {C) above.The diff
erence between the t ot al costs and cash received represents t he .::ontractors 
final margin from which he mus t pay: overheads, finance and make a profit. If 
he has performed badly then the cost of remedial wor k carried out by him 
during the maintenance period will rnJuce his margin and thus his profit. 
If the contract period over-runs the: · the :nargin is l ikely to be further 
reduced, due to added interest charge:; , and the effects o!: inflation. 
Also resources remain tied to the project a~d may not be used profitably 
elsewhere. 
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A OONVENTIONAL • IDEAL• SHAPE FOil Till!: CURVE OF Hl::ASU RF.D VJ•LUJ' (B) 
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Notes: 

There are techni ques, well described in the literature, for producing 
anal ytically an •actual• shape for the curve of measured value for individual 
projects . This percentage method for producing an •ideal' curve is useful 
when cost information is not immedi ately available, e.g. during the brief
ing, and designing stages. It i s also useful for checking. the validity of 
the curve produced by analytical methods. e.g. if a contractor submits a 
normal progranune for the project, i t may be oo1werted analytically into such 
a curve. If t his curve is then plotted onto a conventional • ideal• curve , 
and if there is a marked discrepancy between these two curves then further 
checking of the contractor's programme should be undertaken and the reasons 
for the differences ascertained. This is especially necessary when the 
•actual• curve is to the RIGHT of the •ideal• curve, and even more so when 
it is significantly to the RIGHT during the earl y stages of the project. 



DIAGRA!~ 3 

A METHOD OF REPORTlNG ACTUAL (PROGRESS) AGAlNST TARGET (PRO::RA!1HE) ON 
HOUSJNG PROJECTS 

ABG OONTRAG"I'ORS 

JOB NO XYZ - Anywhere P.ef : 

Weekly Housing Report 

Situation as at_ w.e. !?.~. ~ ... '. ~c? Job \·leek No . lOG 
• • f • I • • • • • • 

Target Actual 

STAGES T A 
I WorkD below D.P.C. ~15 3'2/, 
2 Brlc\cworlc 2 lift-5, jobt-5 l.at floor ~II 6go 
3 Brlclo·.ork complete. Towed out. 5"81 sn 
4 P.oof1ng co:nplete . 551 554 
5 Service:~ 1 Ca.rci!-35 in::;, Flooring, S t.a.ir:l 536 S'/0 
6 Ceiling boardir..g, plrti lions, ls t fix plAstering 4-~1 4ft6 
7 Uctcri~a:~/Ll.ectricity services 1 outhlilding 2nd !1Y. 4hl 454 
8 Decorations 446 339 
~ Path:11 fc:nc:ing~ grourrl floor flooring 43o 332 
IO Cl.ean-up1 ready for hazrlover. 414 324 

0 

£ Fquivalc:nb: - 5"84 

Hfo Handoven: 414 324 

Notes : An equivalent house is any collection of finished stages , which 
together represent the value of one compl etely f inished house . 
For further explanation refer to text. 
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11Tl!E l1AllAGERIAL CONTROL OF· HOUSJNG AN D OTliEll COl\G1'1<UC'i'lOH 
PHOORA.l.!MLS A'f REGIOilf.L AND NATIONAL LE'i'Z::L11 • 

by 
JOHN A.~DRI."WS 
SCHOOL OF DWIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
IDU'I.EllSITY COLLEGE LONDON. 

INTRODUCTIOa 

There is a large and growing i nternational litcralurc about the 
techniques for the planning and controlling of substantial 
individual construction projects. These techniques may conveniently 
be grouped into two classes; networks - f or single complex projects 
and, flow charting or ' line of balance ' for repetitive similar 
units e . g. housing. The value of both classes of techniques to 
management for control purposes may be enhanced by presenting them 
in the form of time/ money budgets. 

This paper draws attention to the relative dearth of techniques 
availabl e for programming and controlling multipl e projects at 
r egional and national level in the long term. It offers the 
principles for a control method derived by the author from his 
experience on l arge scale , up to 2,000 ~~its , housing contracts 
in the U.K. , and further develops the method for mixed i. e . 
housing and other construction projects at various locations or 
levels of aggregation. At tention is drawn to the concepts and 
special ~~arting facilities of Gantt and 14AT - moving annual 
totals, for long term comparative purposes. 

Work by Bromilow and others draws attention to the time/cost 
relatio~ship and to the dangers of attentuating the time scale 
of single projects. This paper stresses similarly that once the 
time scales for the various indi vidual projects are det ermined 
analytically and/or conventionally the n:anagerial control ta.sk 
is to monitor a ctual progress against these fixed time bases, so 
that timely corrective action may be taken or the consequences 
of shortfall may be anticipated. The same principle holds good 
at each level of aggregation, but at sharply decreasing levels 
of detail. For housing it is customary to monitor •starts ' and 
'completions ' at regional and national levels. This paper 
introduces the concept of the 'equivalent' house and urges its 
adoption as a third key measure for managerial control purposes. 

SINGLE HOUSING PROJECTS 

For housing alone the most direct m~thod i s to programme ( for 
each project ) the i ntended completion and handover of units 
then work back to the starting date by a number of significant 
stages or 'bits' related to the form of construction, e. g . 
foundations, fabric, finiohings, internal services, external 
works - but usually 5 - 10 staGes ( e:<pressed as percentages of 
a finished un:1 t ) suffice . T"nese sta.,;ec --· 'bits' and completions 
- ·· ' units• are cumulated and set out as budgets or targets in 
either tabular or graphical form. It is desirable but not 
necessary for all bits ( of houses ) or units ( completed houses) 
to be of ·standard size or value. What i s important is that ~1ithin 
any control period (say 1 year) the numbers of bite and units to 
be generated cumulatively at standard intervals (say monthly) is 
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knmm . Sit;nifj cant all<.:r'-'~iow: or addililJn:.: lo lite pro~.;:·:mn"' '' of ·:,j l:; x:d 
uni ls arc recorded and noted o:.: variance:; to ihc orieinal l.>uuect or tr.rr:<·t 

· for each project . 

Thereafter each individual cHe rer.ords the starts , bits and units actually 
produced and thec;e arc cumulated a:ui co::1pared with the programme or tar gels. 
These updated comparisons are reported reeulnr ly upward::; f or the record. 
(Report A). 

' 
MULTIPLE HOUSING PROJECTS 

It is necessary at ihic; point to discuc;:.; the concept of the ' equivalent' 
house . It is clear that although unfiniched 'bits' of houses represent prog
ress and accrued value , only ' units ' - fir.ished houses have utility. To make 
the poi nt pl!lin, more and more housing projects could be started t o the point 
where all resour ces were absorbed in producing more and more bits of houses -
but no f inished units were available for handover and occupatior.. Any 
aggr egated programme should therefore sho·.i clearly the relationship. between 
the rate of start s , production of completed units and the rate of production 
of coll ections of unfinished bits of houses equal in val ue or 'equivalent' to 
the value of a completed unit e.g. 10 foundation bits or 5 fabric bits, or 6 
internal services bits could be regar ded us · the equi valer.t of ot.e completed 
house , and th_ese three f actors should be kept i n balance. If ttc number of 
'equivalents ' produced increases significa.Yltly at the expense of the nurnber 
of finished units then re~:;ources must be redeployed and the incidc:nce of 
starting new projects reduced until a bal ance is· reached. These ·~pdated 
comparisons also are r eported regularly upwards for aggregation. (Report B) . 

At each appropriate level of aggregation Report A i s filed for reference . 
Report B is aggregated and used for control purposes. 

The simplest way ~o record and exhi bit these targets (of starts equivalents 
and compl etions) and to compare progress in succeeding years at any level of 
aggregati on i s to utilise the Hoving Annual Total .concept and special •z• 
charting paper which is availabl e for 1 to 5 year cycles. 
I f it is then required to compare the cont ributi on of regions, operating at 
different rates of starts, equivalents or completions, to the total national 
programme this may be done using Gantt concepts, recorded and d~splayed on 
standard charting paper. ' 

HULTIPLE CONSTRUCTION PROJEC1'S . (Other than housine;) . 

I 
.f 

The simplest method is to determine the construction programme for each project 
then to report upwards for aggregation a budget showing the anticipated rate 
of generati ng value ( i n money terms) over time . If these analy t i cal budgets 
are not available then they may be derived conventionally using a standard 
percentage profile. As the work proceeds the actual rate of geaerating value 
is regularly reported upwards for comparison purposes and .. aggre~ation . 

MULTIPLl: MIXED CONSTRUC'riON PRO:iRA}G•lES. 

It is easier to maintain separate records for housing and other construction 
uork but if it is nece·ssary at say nutional le•;el t o make conti:mine: 
judgements about the likelihood of P.egional and national progra.-r,~es bei nG 
achieved, and. to compare the achi!'Ve!:lents over s-..:cceeding years , then t~lc 
figures · for equivalents and compl~te:i houses must be expressed in val ue 
( money) ter ms and consolidat ed ~'i t h ~ ;.,," figures for other construction >~ork 
and displayed in •z• chart. form. 


